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BPGEM

metal scale
The BPGEM 6x2,70m with capacity
up to 30.000kg and 4 load cells is
designed for hook lifting containers
weighing.

Designed for containers up to 6m length and a
distance between its guides or wheels from 850
to 1670mm.
INSTALLATION ON GROUND
»» Its short height, only 350mm, is not a problem to load and unload
the hook lifting containers on the weighbridge surface directly
from the trucks.

STRUCTURE

The structure is fully in hot-rolled S275JR steel shapes.
»» Longitudinally it is made by 2 couples of IPE beams. On each
couple will pass and support the container wheels and beams.
These couples of beams are joined by transversal beams doing a
fully welded structure assembly.
»» The weighbridge surface is in steel plate 10 mm thick to ensure
its containers abrasion resistance.
»» The container rolling and support zone is reinforced with beams
to avoid the surface plate deformation.

G8R LOAD CELL

»» High capacity compression cell for truck scales and weighing
containers. Load cell with IP68 protection and able to legal
metrology.

Especially successful for material controlling on
installations such as recovery and recycling centers.
»» This weighbridge allows loading the containers accurately. The empty
containers are placed on the platform. From this moment the
containers accumulate material and the weighbridge controls its
weight at all times.
»» In this way you get a material control and you ensure that
containers are not overweight shipped.
»» It is also possible to weigh containers once to know
its exact weight.

#thinking
design

INSTALLATION,
FIX AND WEIGH
»» To install, to fix and to weight.
»» The weighbridge is mounted on a metal
cubicle for a quick installation. The cubicle
and the bridge are supplied as a single
assembly which does not require special
transportation due to its maximum width
of 2500 mm, the overall width of 2,7m is
achieved ones the side surface plates are
installed.
»» Civil requirements are minimal. It can be
installed on a concrete deck or asphalt
if it meets some minimum strength
requirements or you must make a small
foundation.
»» The weighbridge is fixed on ground with
anchor bolts directly on ground quickly.

OPTIMIZE DESIGN
FOR USABILITY
»» The entire weighbridge surface is
weighing surface.
»» The container rests on the entire
weighbridge surface.
»» A metallic central guide helps to place
the container on the weighbridge.
»» There are two stoppers for the
containers wheels at the end of the
platform to ensure the correct position of
the container and prevent its escape.
»» The load cells are placed inside the
weighbridge.
»» In this way they are protected from dirt
and debris. It is possible to access to the
load cells from the weighbridge surface
plates.

#references
and optionals

The BPGEM series allows the customization of
its components in order to configure the product
according to the customer’s needs
SPECIAL PAINT FINISH

Dynamited bearing areas, beams and crossbeams with a special paint according to the customer’s specifications.
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Capacity (t)
30

Dimensions (m)
6 x 2,7

Cells number
4

Height (mm)
350

# Code
150281

ACCESSORIES
Descrpition
Fraction, additional meter of cable

# Code
240085

OPTIONALS
Description

# Code

Digital load cells GIPD

-

Load cells HBM C16A

-

Load cells GIP

-

*Consult for other accessories

#software
management
in recycling
plants

GESNET
MANAGEMENT OF
WEIGHBRIDGES IN RECYCLING
PLANTS
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GesNet2 is the solution that Giropès Solutions
offers for the automation and management of
weighbridges in recycling plants

»» It supports different installation

structures: from the most basic one
(only one working station) to complex
installations of autonomous systems of
weighing management.

»» The software offers a complete control

of the weighing operations of vehicles.
With GesNet2 the owners can register and
process, in an efficient and quick way, the
traffic of their weighbridges. It also allows
having relevant information useful for the
management departments, inventory

GESNET2WEB
control, and management of storage
areas, statistical analysis, and more.

»» Access control. It allows the

management of different control devices
such as: control Access systems to
the scales via barriers, vertical signs,
automatic recognition of plate numbers via
IP video cameras, proximity card readers,
bar code reader, the correct placement of
the vehicle in the scale, etc.

Associated with the GesNet2
or the application G2App it will
allow the control of all its sorting
plants

App

FUNCTIONS SPECIFICATIONS GESNET2
Clean point system

»» User identification and classification of clean point system. Sorting plant operator for waste/
recycling.

Processing and encoding materials

»» Valuation and distribution of waste. Valuation and distribution of wate.

G2App
It allows the capture of the
weighing and sends it to the
Ges2Web

#we offer
complete
solutions

CONTROL AND
IDENTIFICATION ELEMENTS

SELF-SERVICE
TERMINALS

WEIGHING
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Wide range of elements to
access and exit control: Barriers,
traffic lights, unattended
terminal, camera control, license
plate recognition, etc.

Self-service weighing terminals
allow the truck driver to weigh
without the presence of an
operator.

Giropes Solutions designs the
software to provide solutions
for business management. High
control for workflow obtaining an
optimization and performance of
production process.

GST4
TERMINAL
PRODUCTION OPTIMIZATION,
CONTROL AND MANAGEMENT
TOUCH SCREEN
TERMINAL
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